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   www.wedowe.org 

A year in review 2018 
 

In 2018 we achieved a lot and we are proud of this. While we focussed our impact in the city of Eindhoven, we were also able to take part inactivities in                               

other cities in the Netherlands. This document is divided into 5 sections: 

 

- 1. News worth mentioning 

These are the most important highlights of the year for us -our achievements, our actions, and news worth mentioning. 

 

- 2. Important Events 

These are the most important events we have participated in, organized by our partners and friends. 

 

- 3. Important Activities 

These are the most important activities of the year, like online activities and workshops that we have done for our community or for our partners. 

 

- 4. Dowes  

A dowe is a project that helpspeople take action regardinga specific theme. Here we describe the dowe s that we carried out as wedowe and the ones we                           

contributed to with our support.  

 

- 5. #BRAINCANDIES 

We name#BRAINCANDIES separately because it has become a very big dowe of wedowe. In 2018, we carried out6 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSIONS and                      

one #BRAINCANDIES STUDIO SESSIONwith 5 talented children. 
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1.News worth mentioning 
These are the most important highlights of the year for us - our achievements, our actions, and news worth mentioning. 
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1.1 A growing team 

 

In 2018, the core team of wedowe managed to collaborate with a diverse group of individuals. Different age groups, gender, cultural backgrounds and 

functions. 

 

 

Volunteers 

Throughout 2018 we had the pleasure of working with a great team of volunteers who helped wedowe with their dedication, skills and personalities. 

 

We had two main categories of volunteers supporting our activities in 2018: a one-time volunteering experience like helping at one of our #BRAINCANDIES 

LIVE SESSIONs  or longer term commitment such as  helping at our office on a weekly basis. Our volunteers helped us organize #BRAINCANDIES LIVE 

SESSIONs,  as well as with communication,  and other important back-office tasks. 
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Interns 

We had the pleasure of working with many talented young people during the course of the year. Most of the internships that took place at wedowe were 

full time and lasted for approximately 6  months. We were able to follow our interns in their personal and professional growth and we were able to learn a 

lot from each other. 

 

Mentors 

We worked with two experienced mentors during the course of 2018. They helped us to improve our communication and to further develop the strategic 

long-term vision of the foundation. 

 

Freelancers 

In 2018 our network of trusted freelancers grew. This group of people helped us during video productions and events. 

 

Young Entrepreneurs from the Erasmus Network 

In 2018 we had the pleasure of working with two Young International  Entrepreneurs  from the EYE network (Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs) from Spain 

and from Austria. Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs is a cross-border exchange programme which gives new or aspiring entrepreneurs the chance to learn 

from experienced entrepreneurs running small businesses in other participating countries. 
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1.2 Winning a TEDxED award 

In November 2018, Aiman made a winning pitch at the TEDxED Education Awards in the Netherlands. Our PlusWhat Program was voted the most innovative 

Education project in the Netherlands of 2018/2019. We got the opportunity to pitch our idea at an International Conference in London in 2019.  This award 

increased visibility for the project and helped us make valuable connections.  
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1.3 Working at Bounce Space and Microlab 

During the first half of 2018 we worked in BounceSpace Eindhoven and for the second half of 2018 in Microlab. Both locations were amazing co-working 

spaces with active member communities which helped us meet a lot of amazing people and gave us a very pleasant work environment.  
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1.4 The second one-week internship 

This year we welcomed 4 young interns (16 and 17 years old). They spent one week at our office in BounceSpace and, in groups of two, accomplished to 

create two dowe-videos from scratch. One of them was about unfair salaries in the Netherlands and the other was about the difficulty of eating healthy 

food on a budget.  
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1.4 Becoming members of Social Enterprise.nl 

We became a proud member of Social Enterprise.nl, a network of Dutch Social Entrepreneurs that support each other through networking events, 

workshops and other activities providing access to valuable knowledge. 
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2. Important events we participated in 
These are the most important events we have participated in, organized by our partners and friends. 

2.1 Panel discussion women in business 

Wedowe participated in the organization of the panel discussion “Women in Business”. The goal of the event was to challenge stereotypes, inspire women 

who might be seeking new opportunities, while  facilitating networking at the same time. The event was a success and sparked a lot of interesting 

conversations within a diverse group of men and women. 
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2.2 Social Enterprise members event  

The annual members event of the Social Enterprise.nl network was a valuable day with co-creation sessions about relevant themes for social entrepreneurs 

and offered a great chance to meet other potential partners.  
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2.3 Camp Cushy 

Camp Cushy is an intensive one week master class program for writers. It was a valuable experience inspiring us in exercising and improving our written 

communication skills. 
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2.4 Pakhuis de Zwijger - dinner with education pioneers 

In November Aiman participated in a networking event to discuss the future of education in the Netherlands. It was an inspiring event where people who 

look at education from different perspectives got the chance to come together and support each other with their knowledge and network. 
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3. Important activities  
These are the most important activities of the year, including online activities and workshops that we have done for our community and partners. 
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3.1 Event Organization Workshop for Innoenergy 

 

 
 

 

Activity name              Event Organization Workshop for Innoenergy  

Activity type Workshop 

dowhat We  gave a workshop on how to organize events that make people feel involved. We did this for the Innoenergy 

Community, a group of young change makers working on creating innovative sustainable energy solutions. 

dowhen Mach 2018 
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3.2 Co-creation sessions Trudo.lab 

 

 
 

Activity name Co-creation sessions Trudo.lab 

Activity type Creative consultancy 

dowhat Trudo is an innovative social housing company in EIndhoven. Together with a group of 9 other 

creative professionals, we took part in 4 co-creation sessions. Our goal was  to come up with 

solutions for their current and upcoming challenges regarding socialized housing in the city of 

Eindhoven. 

dowhen 4 sessions in 2018 
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3.3 Activating session at Innovation Cafe 

 

 

Activity name Activating session at Innovation  Cafe 

Activity type Workshop 

dowhat Cristian gave an ice-breaking, activating workshop to warm-up the audience atthe first edition of Innovation Cafe, a 

weekly meeting that brings together the creative community of EIndhoven. During the session Jan Timmer, a 

former CEO of Philips, also gave a keynote speech. 

dowhen June 2018 
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3.4 Rolfing Amsterdam website 

Activity name Rolfing Amsterdam website 

Activity type Website 

dowhat Rolfing is a therapeutic method that enhances and eases body movements, restores postural balance and encourages a sense of 

well being in the body. We created a new website for Rolfing Amsterdam. 

dowhen Second half 2018 
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3.5 Maar Je Achternaam is toch Marokkaans? 

 
 

Activity name Maar Je Achternaam is toch Marokkaans? 

Activity type TV-documentary 

dowhat Aiman Hassani, in collaboration with the production company Interakt, made an insightful documentary that was aired on national 

television. The documentary focused on the expectations that parents put on their children and how the latter deal with them during 

their adult lives. The documentary was cited by several media sources conversations about the subject.  

dowhen Summer 2018 
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3.6 BounceSpace - Social media management 

 

Activity name BounceSpace - Social media management 

Activity type Social media management 

dowhat During our residence in the coworking space       

BounceSpace, we managed their Facebook page,      

created content and wrote text. 

dowhen First half 2018 
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3.7 Taboo Theeran 

 
 

Activity name Tehran Taboo 

Activity type Film + Discussion 

dowhat Aiman spoke at the Natlab in Eindhoven about a film that was so controversial it had to be shot in a studio in 

Germany. He discussed how it is to shoot a film in the Arabic world and the parallels between the  filmmakers 

and the subjects.  

dowhen November  2018 
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3.8 Nadorst MJAM Breda 
 

 
 

Activity name Nadorst  

Activity type Film + Discussion 

dowhat Aiman spoke at a Chasse Theater event about the film Maar je 

Achternaam is toch Marokkaans. It initiated a discussion about 

multiculturality.  

dowhen November  2018 
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3.9 Queer Matters 
 

  

 

Activity name Queer Matters  

Activity type Panel Discussion 

dowhat During the event Queer Matters in Tivoli Vredenburg, Aiman spoke about the            

lack of diversity in the television and film landscape in the Netherlands .  

dowhen November  2018 
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3.10 Wedotalent 

 

 

Activity name wedotalent 

Activity type Talent development program 

dowhat The aim of Wedotalent was to bring young talent center stage, giving them empowerment and good messaging for the 

following steps in their personal and professional lives. Furthermore, our goal was to help talent further develop 

themselves as unique and original professionals and to inspire their peers to do the same.  

dowhen Throughout  2018 
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3.11  Test video for leapp 
 

 

Activity name Test video for leap 

Activity type Street interview - leapp 

dowhat We made a street-interview video as a pilot for our collaboration with leapp, a company that offers 

refurbished Apple products. 

dowhen May  2018 
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4. Dowes 
A dowe is a project that enables people to take action about a specific theme. In 2018 we carried out three dowes One, working with a group of talented                             

young creatives, lasted for more than half of 2018 and another involved the creation of 4 videos with 4 brilliant children. We also contributed to an existing                           

dowe started by a member of our community: an international project that connects with the city of Kobane, in Syria. 
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4.1 PlusWhat Deal 

 

dowe type Master class series 

dowhat A series of 18 masterclasses designed to guide young creatives in the video creation process. The talents created videos about relevant 

social themes, while practising important soft skills like communication and project management. They also learned the most important 

aspects of  video pre-production, production and post-production. 

dowhy We feel uncomfortable when young people cannot explore their talents due to  a lack of opportunity and confidence. 

dowhen From May 2018 till January 2019  

dower wedowe 
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4.2 Eindhoven - Kobhane 

dowe type Workgroup and on-site expeditions 

dowhat HÎVÎ, which means HOPE, is the name of a school for disabled children in a war-ravaged city in northern Syria. Seeing children having to return to 
the ruins they once called home is heartbreaking. It is important for them that everyday life continues. They need a place where they feel at 
home, where they can learn and play together. Especially disabled children needing something extra, are dependent on resources which are 

smuggled into Syria by person. 

dowhy We felt uncomfortable that disabled children couldn’t go to school after the war because their town was ruined. 

dowhen Ongoing 

dower Constance van Dorp 

How we 

contributed 

We helped Costance to improve her visual and social media communication, enabling her te promote her events better, coordinate her team of 

volunteers more effectively and attract a larger number of partners. We helped during the months of April, May and June 2018. 
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4.3 Sustainable Development Goals Kids Videos 
 

dowe type Social media video- series 

dowhat We were able to shoot 4 beautiful videos, in which 4 courageous young hosts were challenged to research and interview people about 

a specific Sustainable Development Goal (SDG). We then shared the videos on social media. . We are very proud with the results and 

are grateful for experience., Working with smart and talented young people was very fulfilling. 

dowhy We feel uncomfortable that the Sustainable Development Goals, set by the United Nations, are not yet common knowledge in the Netherlands. 

dowhen November - December  2018 

dower wedowe 
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4.4 #everyonetwothree (2018 edition) 
 

dowe type Social media campaign 

dowhat We asked people from our community to send us a short text with a personal quote. We then created  ‘personal statements’ 
and shared them on different platforms.  

dowhy We feel uncomfortable that personal wisdom is not shared with people around us to create positivity in  everyday life. 

dowhen Throughout 2018 

dower wedowe 
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5. #BRAINCANDIES  
We name #BRAINCANDIES separately because it has become a very big dowe of wedowe. In 2018, we carried out6 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSIONS and                       

one #BRAINCANDIES STUDIO SESSION with 5 talented children. 
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 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSIONS 

dowe type #BRAINCANDIES LIVE  

dowhat Social interactive event 

dowhy Two hours of social interaction involving 5 scheduled speakers, 1 improvised surprise speaker and a host ensuring interactivity 

between the 50 guests in the room. The talks are video recorded and put online. Feedback is collected and given to the 

speakers. 

dowhen We feel uncomfortable remembering how easy it is to communicate with others, while at the same time realizing how rare it is 

to have a stimulating environment to do so.  

Giving a speech is a powerful and empowering process that involves the decision of giving a speech, its preparation, the 

performance, and what happens after. Every step of the process has different positive effects on the speaker, for example to 

his/her self-esteem and soft skills. Speeches also enable ideas and worldviews to inspire others, allowing a domino effect. We 

provide opportunities for this. 

 
 

Each of the 6 sessions we organized in 2018 was a unique and valuable experience. This year, we also carried outa #BRAINCANDIES STUDIO SESSION for the 

first time. 

On the following pages are quick recaps of the #BRAINCANDIES SESSIONS from 2018. 
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5.1 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 19 - Gender Equality 

Dec 13, 2019 

www.braincandies19.eventbrite.com  

                                      What did people learn? 

Eindhoven, as a 

community of 

internationals, is 

really coming 

together and 

supporting one 

another. 

Creativity 

exercises are 

important and 

we should all do 

them more 

often. 

The diversity of the 

public and youth, show 

the need for this type 

of event, providing 

information, 

interaction, learning, 

and respect for 

previous generations. 

That people are more 

open and confident than 

I thought. 

Not being 

ashamed of 

yourself! 

Masturbation is 

life. 
 
 

Embrace diversity. 
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5.2 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 18 - This is Eindhoven 

Nov 8, 2018  
www.braincandies18.eventbrite.com 

What did people learn? 

Eindhoven is a city 

with a huge heart.  

The importance of 

interacting with a 

crowd. 

 

 

Initiatives from 

other people that 

may be interesting 

for me. 

 

 

Since this was my first 

attendance at #braincandies or 

event of this kind, I found it to be 

a very good form allowing 

people to share their ideas and 

stories. I've learned that this can 

be done in a fun and comfortable 

way, giving  people an 

opportunity to speak up. 

Different people, 

different views. 

 

Nice to be 

triggered to fresh 

approach 

inthinking. 

Tourism in 

Eindhoven. 

 

 

Eindhoven has the most patents 

in the world - and the world's 

best community ;). 
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5.3  #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 17 - Bringing Communities Together 

Sep 27, 2018 
www.braincandies17.eventbrite.com 

What did people learn? 

I have learned that 

I belong in this city! 

 

 

Dare to share 

your experiences. 

We have more 

things in 

common than we 

think. 

Sustainocracy as a 

new word to use. 

It is so easy to connect with people. 

 

 

Share my ideas 

with other 

people... Better if 

they think 

differently than 

me! 

 

To view the 

world through 

the eyes of a 

child. It makes 

everything seem 

more possible. 

Colliders, not be a bee 

and good to cluster. 

 

 

That you should not put too much on 

the schedule. People want to 

connect with each other above 

anything else.. 
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5.4  #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 16 - So Diverse So Similar 

Aug 30, 2018 
www.braincandies16.eventbrite.com 

What did people learn? 

How different 
backgrounds shape 
people and their 
decisions. 
 

People open up 
and interact easily 
when there are 
activities involved. 

Braincandies connect 
people. It is impressive 
how people come 
together through their 
stories. 

Love yourself and 
your own identity. 

Space to share ideas 
that can serve as a 
platform to meet 
diverse types of 
people. 

Embrace diversity. I didn't learn anything but 
it was interesting to hear 
speakers experiences. 

Talk to people and 
not about people. 
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5.5 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 15 - Sustainable Food Solutions 

May 31, 2018  
www.braincandies15.eventbrite.com 

What did people learn? 

Pay more attention 

to our Food Waste! 

Try to limit is as 

much as possible! 

Got to meet 

amazing people. 
 

EHV has some great 

people ;-) 

 

Some very interesting facts 

about how our food is 

produced. 
 

Food supply chain, 

cheaper or more 

expensive after less 

waste. 

That 50% of the 

food waste is in 

households. 
 

 

Eating sustainable is 

important and 

plant-based foods 

can be healthier. 
 

People in general have little 

knowledge about nutrition. 
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5.6 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 14 - Extraordinary ordinary 

Mar 29, 2018  
www.braincandies14.eventbrite.com 

What did people learn? 

That most people 
have the same 
distresses in life as 
me, which makes me 
calmer. 

Apples! Not only 
healthy but can be 
used for a great 
party game! 
 
 

How different life 
experiences shape us 
into the people that 
we are. 
 
 

To speak more easily with 
people I've just met. 
 
 

That sometimes it is 
ok just to be silly, 
enjoy and relax. 
 
 

Mandala meditation 
by making it 
yourself. 
 
 
 

At the start of your 
talk, acknowledge 
your nervousness, 
either directly or by a 
joke. 

Moments matter whether 
they are big or small. 
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5.7 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 13 - When I grow up 

Jan 26, 2018  
www.braincandies13.eventbrite.com 

What did people learn? 

Children can 

teach us 

about the 

future of our 

world. 
 

Children are not shy to 

take their time before 

starting to speak. 
 

 

Just go for it if you 

want to reach 

something. 
 

 

Take your time and be 

honest when talking in 

public. 
 

 

Serendipity is 

a real childlike 

quality! 

That there are still a lot 

of movies I have to 

watch ;). 
 

 

 

We're all humans 

with our own 

insecurities. 
 

 

Start painting again! 
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BRAINCANDIES STUDIO SESSION - Kids Edition 

dowe type Studio video recording 

dowhat We let the 5 young participants of #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 13 record their talk in a private studio. The 5 videos were then 

shared on social media. 

dowhy We feel uncomfortable that we do not take children seriously and that there are not enough platforms for kids to share their 

opinions about important issues. 

dowhen January 2018 
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Thank you for taking the time to read this. To get in touch or for more information: info@wedowe.org. 
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